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A-Place organizes the first Mapping contest 
“Share your experience of place”

Participation open to all 

#mappingplacescontest2021

Closing date for submissions is 
June 14, 2021 at 24:00 CET.

Linking places through  
networked artistic practices



Prizes:

First Prize: 200 Euros
Second Prize: 150 Euros
Third Prize: 100 Euros
4 Fourth Prizes: 50 Euros each

Winners will receive an award certificate 
from A-Place.

The awards will be announced at an online 
ceremony on June 21, 2021 (16:00 CET).

How to participate:

Upload your entry to the website 
A-Place: Mapping using the form “Share 
your experience”. The submission should 
include:

- Name or nickname.
- E-mail address (it will not be published).
- One photograph (or animated gif).  
- A text (in English), describing your 
experience with the place.
- Three concepts that summarize the place 
experience.
- The hashtag #mappingplacescontest2021

Entries submitted to A-Place: Mapping will 
be posted in the A-Place Instagram channel.

Jury and selection criteria:

A multidisciplinary international jury, 
composed of A-Place members and invited 
critics, will evaluate the submissions taking 
into account:

- The uniqueness and originality of the place 
and of the experience related to it.
- The personal value and the collective 
relevance of the experience of the place.
- The ability of the photograph(s) to capture 
the characteristics of the place and to 
evoke the narrated experience.
- The literary value of the text in itself and 
in relation to the photograph(s).

Information:

If you need more information please contact 
us at info@a-place.eu

Our lives are tied to 
places; all the significant 
things we do occur in a 
particular space and time, 
that is, in a place.

Places embody our 
memories and feelings; 
they become unique 
because we -individually 
or collectively- make 
them unique.

We invite you to share 
with us your experiences 
with the places where 
you live or have lived 
describing it with a 
photograph and a text.

https://www.a-place.eu/en/mapping


A-Place: Mapping is a platform to share 
experiences with places in public spaces, 

on a global scale.

https://www.a-place.eu/en/mapping/places/contest/2021
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https://www.facebook.com/APlace.eu/
https://www.instagram.com/Aplace_eu/
https://twitter.com/aplace_eu
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCH2Vvzvi5pM9TtKTvNVdBIg

